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This study belongs to Media Criticism.  In the field of communication, more 
and more attention has been paid to Feminist Criticism. Because media is an 
aggregation of meaning, the world which is constructed by the media is reflectting the 
reality of gender bias dominating the world. Sometimes in order to strengthen the 
effects of communication, the media even exaggerates and expands this domination. 
Focusing on women's experiences and positions, Feminism began to oppugns this 
reality. 
The theme of this study is to interpret the development of Taiwan TV 
entertainment program from the perspective of Feminism. TV entertainment program 
is creating a false phenomenon. On the Taiwan TV entertainment program women 
look pretty and they speak out freely. However, in fact, contemporary women are 
exploited by the patriarchal society and the commercial society. Taiwan TV 
entertainment program is sharpenning the contradictions between the Patriarchism and 
Feminism in the name of "Entertainment" , and also it has resulted in a series of bad 
impacts to the society. This study discusses the prospects of the development of 
Taiwan TV entertainment program, it suggests several workable proposals from the 
perspective of Feminsim. It is beneficial to the advancement of women’s images and 
their social conditions. On the other hand, it also helps the development of  Taiwan 
TV entertainment program to a healthier way.  
The structure of this thesis can be divided into six parts :The first part is a brief 
introduction on the background, and then the objective and significance of the study. 
The second part is the literature review and the introduction of the research methods. 
Literature review covers three fields: the study of the TV entertainment program; the 
study of the relationship between women and communication; the study of Feminism. 
This part conducts a brief introduction and an assessment of the study of three fields 
mentioned above. Qualitative research-based method is mainly used here, including  
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closely matches the major theme of this study and provides theoretical supports for 
the study.  
The fourth part is the main part of the thesis which interprets the development of  
Taiwan TV entertainment program from the perspective of Feminism. This part 
includes seven sections. It analyzes the research objects concretely and provides real 
women’s images on the program clearly. 
The fifth part probes into the development of  Taiwan TV program to make it 
better. The last part is a conclusion of the thesis. 
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中占据了重要的位置。从 20 世纪 60 年代初到现在，台湾娱乐综艺节目已经有了





















































































真正盈利的行业。据调查，1999 年，美国国内娱乐业的全年总收入为 2500 亿美























































第二章  文献探讨与研究方法 
 






















































































































笔者于 2007 年 3 月 23 日在万方数据资源系统检索词条“女性与媒介”，共
有 2012 篇文章。相比 2001 年社会科学院新闻与传播研究员卜卫所做的媒介与性
别的综述调查。他当时选取 16 种新闻与传播的核心期刊以及妇女学期刊等多种
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